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In 2012 members of the Transition movement wrote a letter to their future self. Their letter
arrived in the post five years later along with an invitation to participate in these POST
PRESENT FUTURE blogs.

To find out more about the background of POST PRESENT FUTURE and its involvement in
the Transition movement please read this blog from early in this series.

One of the four themes that I notice occurs frequently in letters to the future is belonging.

When do you experience a sense of belonging?

Maybe you think of people and places; your friends and family. Your projects or initiatives.
Your home town or city. Your workplace. Your profession. Maybe you think of your favourite
walk in nature, or of a sensation that you feel in your body when you can be truly yourself.

How about if we consider belonging as something we carry with us always: belonging to the
human race, belonging to the earth, and the period of time we were born into.



I experience a much deeper sense of being and belonging during the moments when I
re-remember that I am a unique member of the human species (one of many species on the
planet) and that my existence here on earth, just like yours, is a miracle. For me the
experience of a walking holiday, working on the land or a meditation retreat is when my
perception of the distance between myself and the world around me lessens and I feel the
expanded sense that just my being is enough. So maybe belonging is something we carry
with us always: belonging to the human race, belonging to the earth, and the period of time
we were born into.

“That is part of the beauty of all literature. You discover that your longings are universal
longings, that you're not lonely and isolated from anyone. You belong.”

― F. Scott Fitzgerald

For this blog I have chosen to select letters that for me resonate with a profound sense of
belonging. Of connection. Of self knowing. And of peace.

I met with Isabela Maria Gomez de Menezes in San Paulo while I was in Brazil presenting
the Eroles Project. It was in June 2017, a few months before her letter from 2012 was due to
be returned to her. Isabela is involved in Transition Brazil as well as her local hub, she has
an exuberant energy and passion for all things ‘Transition’ which flows out of her when she
speaks. We had a conversation about her memory of writing her letter during the Transition
conference in London 5 years before, how her life had changed since and her excitement to
read her words again. You can watch this conversation by clicking on the link below.

Link to film of Isabela in Brazil
And finally. five years on, Isabela’s letter arrives!

Here’s what she wrote (in Portuguese) in 2012 at the International Transition conference in
London.

http://www.erolesproject.org/


And her response after five years:

It's so nice to read to yourself after 5 years. I was very happy that day and I could feel it in
my speech. That's what I'm looking for: to be happy with what I'm doing. I have a habit of
imagining myself in the future, an image that reflects my dream of having a happy, happy,
loving, collaborative and integral life. I do not think much about what I will be doing, where
I will be living, but I think and project on a mental screen an image of mine, always
somewhere very beautiful and where I am in peace. Because deep down what I really
want is to be at peace. With me, with mine, with my heart and mind.

"A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A dream you dream together is reality." John
or Yoko write it, i don't know for sure but I know that Transition is the dream we dream
together, and it's my reality.



David Lyons is part of Haddenham in Transition and started a local Green Party in Aylesbury
Vale. We had some lovely email exchanges when he sent more information about the official
opening event of the Townsend community orchard - more or less five years to the day since
he had been dreaming about in his letter in 2012. What affirmation that with some hard work
and community organising; seeds can be planted, apples grown, delicious local cider made
and a community garden grown!!!



And here is David’s response to his letter:

Dear David
Thank you for your letter: it was fun and thought provoking to read.  My activism has
morphed a bit since the heady days when Haddenham in Transition was meeting regularly
and much of my local activity is linked to being a parish councillor.  Having started a local
Green Party I am now the lead council candidate in Aylesbury Vale (I stood for parliament in
Aylesbury!) and we are distributing regular ward newsletters.  The Tories are so unpopular
due to planning decisions and the other parties are not very active, we are in with a chance
of taking seat(s) in the area (sorry – I know transition people don’t like talking party
politics!).
Transition still exists but does not meet regularly.  Many of the projects/activities we started
are progressing and we recently held a packed Homemade in Haddenham festival under the
banner of Haddenham in Transition.
Taking your points in turn:



● Body and health – no drastic changes though joints creaky and now on blood
pressure pills

● Peak oil – not the biggest concern: more Trump, pollution, climate change, Brexit
and world order.  Renewables becoming more competitive… though I guess peak oil
could still be a problem

● Thanks for your work on transition – it is part of my social capital – and the physical
assets are still in use. None of it was futile – even the ambitious strategizing was
useful in developing my views and networking

● Yveline is still my closest friend and partner and grounds me, though her lack of
interest in politics/activism is still a point of contention. She retires this year so we
shall see a lot more of each other….

● Cider: nearly 150 litres currently fermenting and publicity is drafted for the 7th cider
competition in January.

● Townsend Community  Orchard – the grand completion ceremony was held
recently– 40 varieties mapped out on an interpretation board: this must be one of
my best achievements!

Give Val my regards!
Love
Yourself -Dave

One key piece of advice I give to people unsure of what to write in their letter to their
future-self is to vision themselves in five years time: what can they see, what are they doing,
what do they have around them and crucially how does it feel. I advise people not to write a
to-do list with action points ‒‒ we write enough of them in our day-to-day life ‒‒ but to
capture an intention for how we want to feel in five years' time.



Richard Toogood’s enthusiasm really touched me, and both his original letter and reply were
full of intent;

Richard’s original letter:

Richard's response to reading his original letter in 2017:

Armchairs are a good place to contemplate, especially those situated in a roundhouse in
the woods, which most certainly would have tickled my past self. I'm proud of the intention
of my letter, it is a beautiful mix of care, intrigue and awareness whilst still being totally
indicative of my mindset and situation. This isn't the only piece of historic writing I have
been revisiting recently and they have all been so rich and often eloquent. My life went
through a significant shift just before I wrote these and it evidently layed hugely powerful
foundations for my journey since then as the majority of it I would comfortably write again



now. Funnily, in it, I reflect on the seminal moment of me leaving home 4 years earlier,
remembering the first walk I made in a foreign land on my own, shedding and seeking. It is
cyclical. Revolutions of growth and learning amidst the insipid degeneration of my physical
form. Maybe life is a mental and spiritual preparation for transendence. I certainly
recognise a broadening, softening and deepening of my way of relating over the last 5
years.

I'm asking myself a lot of questions in my letter, as is my want, and it feels very easy to
answer them. It feels as though I am an affirmation of my dreams! Not in a  narcissistic
way, just my path has been strong and clear, and the world is richly meeting my openings
time and again. Maybe this is the power of belief? It is equally a testimony to the
well-being implicit in my intentions,  that I was drawing myself towards a way of life,
nourished and open to learning.

If you walked in to the room right now, would I be proud of you?
I really think I would actually. That's pretty special.
And I love you too.

“I feel like I am an affirmation of my dreams!”

Richard writes beautifully about the power of intention. I too have witnessed through this
project how the clearer an intention is set the higher the chance of it manifesting. This may
sound simple but I've found there's a real art to it.

There is an important distinction between expectations and intentions. Take this example.

In 2015 I had a strikingly vibrant and precise vision of people from diverse backgrounds,
living and collaborating in a temporary community to explore and action social, political and
environmental change. I shared this vision with a few others which resonated with ideas and
dreams that they had along the same vein. Together we created the intention to manifest this
project in the village of Eroles in Catalonia. We didn't know how this would happen but we
were determined to try. Through sharing our intention with others, who in turn shared this
intention further, we received feedback which helped to develop and advance the dream.
Over a number of months many people were involved in structured and organic
conversations and the dream grew into a reality; gaining funding, a clear framework and
many participants. Eroles Project is now in its fourth year and hundreds of people have
joined our radical peer to peer learning residencies - which have seeded numerous projects,
activities and actions. We hope the residencies will continue to adapt and grow over many
years to support an ever-growing network of changemakers.

During these four years my original vision died and something else more plural has been
born; created by the energy and vision of many, many minds and hearts.



If I had had an expectation that Eroles would happen in a certain way, I might have limited
its potential by looking for particular results and ignoring emerging opportunities. Instead I
tried as much as possible to hold the initial seed as an intention, meaning that there was
flexibility in the vision and the guiding factors were energetic not only result focused. This
has created the space for spontaneous coincidence.
One of my favourite of which happened during COP21 (UN climate negotiations in Paris,
2015) when Eroles set up a living arts hub in the city. We needed to find mattresses for
people to sleep on before the imminent arrival of 100 international activist and artists. Last
minute thanks to chance, the power of intention and skilled networking; we built a great
relationship with a mattress company on the same street who delivered a huge supply of
second-hand mattresses for free!!

Belonging is something I struggle with. Particularly living outside of the UK since 2015 and
needing to build new friendship groups and networks whilst moving between projects and
countries. Even though the Eroles Project is centered around creating temporary
communities and bringing people together to foster a sense of belonging, I still feel in my
own life uprooted in some way.

I have found reading these letters and discovering their writers’ relationship with belonging
very powerful. They come as a welcome reminder to me to set clear intentions of my own.
The intentions I'm drawn to are not so much external goals, like before, but about feeling
more aligned and at home in my own skin.

If you were asked what intention you would set and write to yourself in a letter for your
future, what would you say?

https://erolesproject.org/en/


Inspired to write and receive your own letter to the future?

Why not offer this POST PRESENT FUTURE service to a friend? Or even within your
project, school, community group or transition initiative?

All you need is a bunch of envelopes, some nice writing paper and importantly someone to
offer to keep the letters safe for five years and remember to post them!

Some tips:
I only ask people to write their home address on the front of the envelope if they are sure
they won’t move in the next five years. If they think they might, then I suggest they choose a
friend or relative’s address who can then pass their letter on. An alternative option is to ask
people to write their email address on the envelope and the person taking on posting
responsibilities can send an email to find a current address before posting. (Although, as you
can imagine, when you have thousands of letters this can be quite time consuming!)

An interesting post fact I’ve discovered during the last decade running POST PRESENT
FUTURE:
UK stamps are valid until the monarch on the stamp (currently Queen Elizabeth) dies, and
then will follow a phase out period. I’ve bought thousands of stamps to use in five years. Due
to incremental stamp inflation it’s cheaper to buy the stamps now rather than wait for five



years - it won’t make such a difference on a small scale but if you have hundreds of letters
it’s something to consider.

If you’d like any more tips on running POST PRESENT FUTURE - or have ideas or
responses to this blog - please write in the comments section and I shall respond, as it might
also be useful for others.


